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Day 1 - Gnome Favor 

Box Tutorial 
 

Designed By: Debbie Naylor 
 
 

 
 
  Do you need a cute little favor box to fill with treats or other small gifts? This one is super quick 
and easy to make. Best of all, you can get two favor boxes from a single 12” x 12” sheet of DSP with 
plenty left over to make a card or two.  You can also make these with card stock – you will also get 
two favor boxes from a single 8-1/2” x 11” sheet.  The completed favor box is 4”H x 2”W x 2”D. 
 Have fun with these!! 
 

 

       
 
 

 
Materials: Stampin’ Up! Supplies: Item # Price 
(1) 8-1/2” x 5-1/4” DSP Gnome for the Holidays* 153322 $  19.00 
(1) 3” x 2” whisper white CS Snowflake Splendor DSP* 153517 11.50 
(1) 16” misty moonlight twine  8-1/2” x 11” whisper white cardstock 100730 9.75 
 Everyday Label punch 144668 18.00 
 Flowers for Every Season ribbon pack 153620 10.00 
 Memento Tuxedo Black ink pad 132708 6.00 
 Balmy Blue stampin’ blends combo pack 154830 9.00 
 Bronze/Ivory stampin’ blends combo pack 154922 9.00 
 Crumb Cake stampin’ blends combo pack 154882 9.00 
 Highland Heather stampin’ blends combo pack 154887 9.00 
 Night of Navy stampin’ blends combo pack 154897 9.00 
 Smoky Slate stampin’ blends combo pack 154904 9.00 
Non-Stampin’ Up! Paper Trimmer 152392 25.00 
1/8” mini hole punch (retired) Paper Snips 103579 10.00 
 Multipurpose liquid glue 110755 4.00 
 Stampin’ Dimensionals 104430 4.00 

* Product is available through Jan 4, 2021 in the August-December catalog 
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Step 1 
Using the scoring blade on the trimmer, score (green dotted lines) the short side of the DSP at 1-1/4” 
Rotate the DSP once and score at 2”, 4”, 6” and 8” on the long side of the DSP. 
 
Step 2 
Next, you’ll need to cut (blue lines) the flaps for the bottom of the favor box. Cut at 2”, 4”, 6” and 8” up 
to the 1-1/4” scored line. Cut away the small tab in blue. 
 
Step 3 
To assemble the box, make sure you fold all sides on the scored lines, including the bottom piece. Glue 
the skinny tab on the outside flap and adhere it to the left edge to enclose the box. It should now look 
like a rectangular tube. 
 
Step 4 
To complete the box, use the liquid glue on three of the bottom flaps on the outside edge only (be 
careful not to use too much liquid glue so it doesn’t seep out!).  Add a little bit of liquid glue to the 
underside of the final flap.  
 
Step 5 
To close the top of the box, figure out which side you want to be the front and then pinch the sides in 
and bring the back and front of the box together. Use a mini hole punch to punch two holes in the top 
side by side.  
 
Step 6 
For the embellishment, use the Memento ink and the gnome image from the set with the snowflake 
hat to stamp in the center of the whisper white card stock piece. Use both of the Balmy Blue stampin’ 
blends to color his hat and the Light Smoky Slate stampin’ blend for the bell on top. The Ivory 
stampin’ blend was used for the face, nose and hands. The Light Crumb Cake stampin’ blend was used 
sparingly for the beard and Dark Night of Navy stampin’ blend was used to color the boots.   
 
Step 7 
Cut out the colored image using the Everyday Label punch. Attach to front of favor box using stampin’ 
dimensionals. 
 
Step 8 
Fill your new favor box with whatever small gift you like!  Some ideas include individually wrapped 
chocolates/candies, jewelry, or cash.  Once filled, thread your ribbon through to tie it shut. 


